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Chapter 1

Introduction

The use of particle accelerators goes back all the way to the beginning of
mankind. The early civilisations used sling shots to propel stones as did
David in his famous battle against Goliath [1 Samuel 17, The Bible]. In
1547 W. Ruff [Ruff, 1547] wrote about the use of particle accelerators in
the form of cannons for iron bombardment (Fig. 1.1). A bizarre example
of accelerators use is for testing bird impact damage to aircraft [Sanders,
1986] by accelerating chickens. Accelerators for so-called charged
particles (electrons, ions, subatomic particles) were first developed in the
late 19th century and have formed a cornerstone of research in modern
physics since then. Most people use a charged particle accelerator in their
homes every day without realising to it, namely a television picture tube
which contains an electron gun to accelerate electrons used to generate the
picture. Charged particles can be accelerated using various electric and
magnetic field configurations. The first accelerators used for nuclear
physics research were built in the beginning of the 1930's. Cockcroft and
Walton constructed an electrostatic accelerator in 1932 and Ernest
Lawrence and M. Stanley Livingston built a cyclotron in 1931. Charged
particle accelerators can be broadly classified as electrostatic or cyclic
depending on whether a static or cyclic electric field is used to impart
energy to the particles. In an electrostatic accelerator the particles move
through a constant potential difference whereas in a cyclic accelerator the
particles move in a circular orbit and acquires a small acceleration for
every circuit. The most widely used electrostatic accelerators in physics
today are of the Van de Graaff type named after Robert van de Graaff
who invented it in 1931. The principle behind the van de Graaff
accelerator is that charge is mechanically transferred by a moving
insulating belt which results in a potential on the terminal. Several tens of
MeV can be achieved. This potential is governed by the rate of charge
transfer capacitance with respect to the grounded surroundings and an
upper limit is set by the electrical breakdown characteristics of its
surroundings.



Figure I.I. Preparing for iron bombardment, from /Kn/J, 1547].

Charged particle accelerators arc used today both in basic nuclear physics
to investigate the nucleus in order to understand its constituents and
properties and in applied nuclear physics for medical treatment of cancer,
baggage screening, analysis and processing of materials.

The nucleus is an extremely complicated many-body system and no single
theory today can explain all i ts different behaviours, but different
theories apply to its various conditions and the area is an active research
field. As the nuclear physics experiments move towards higher and
higher energies the smaller accelerators that were previously used
exclusively for nuclear physics have become available for more applied
research such as materials modification and materials analysis.

Analysis methods u t i l i s ing ion beams arc gencrically termed ion beam
analysis ( IBA) and the basic principle behind them is very simple. The
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Figure 1.2. Some possible interactions between the incoming ion beam and the sample.

sample is irradiated with ions that will induce reactions and a suitable
detector is used to detect the result of the bombardment. Fig. 1.2 shows
different interactions that will take place between the incoming ion beam
and the target. The available information from such an experiment is
enormous and only limited by availability of suitable detectors. Some
examples of IBA include Rutherford Backscattering Spectrometry (RBS)
[Chu, Mayer, and Nicolet, 1978], where the backscattered projectiles are
detected and can give both elemental and depth information, Particle
Induced X-ray Emission (PIXE) [Johansson and Campbell, 1988], which
was developed in Lund during the 1970's [Johansson, Aksclsson, and
Johansson, 1970] where the characteristic X-rays arc detected to yield
both qualitative and quantitative elemental composition information for
most elements in the periodic system. It is also possible to study visible
light coming out of the sample, secondary electrons, y rays, particles, etc.
The basic assumption behind all IBA techniques is that the yield from a
particular interaction is given by



( 1 . 1 )

where NO is the number of atoms per unit area in the target, Io the
number of incoming particles, da/dO the differential cross section, i.e.
the probability that a reaction will take place, and Qrf the solid angle
subtended by the detector. In order to obtain quantitative results it is
important that the cross section is known, cither from previous
experiments or from theory. The probability that a certain reaction
product will be the result is governed by the differential cross section for
tha* particular interaction which can be elastic scattering, X ray, nuclear
reaction, etc. The cross section has the dimension of an area and the
probability that the event will be detected is then given by the product of
the angular differential cross section and the solid angle of the detector
viewing the sample, as well as the intrinsic properties of the detector
which determines its efficiency. Fig. 1.3 shows the three basic kinds of

do
d Q

do

Energy Energy

do
d Q

III

Em Energy

Figure 1.3. The three basic kinds of cross sections; I) continuous cross section, II)

resonance cross section, and III) threshold cross section.
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interaction cross sections that exist. It can (I) vary smoothly with energy,
(II) be enhanced by a large factor at certain energies, so called resonance
energies, or (III) there can exist a certain threshold energy below which
no interaction takes place. Reactions with cross sections of type I and II
were exploited in this work and these are described in more detail in
Chapter 2. Because the cross section varies with energy it is necessary to
take the energy loss in the target material into account. The energy loss in
the material also makes it possible to deduce depth information for some
techniques. An incoming ion beam with a well defined energy Ejn, will
have an energy of Eout = Ejn — A E after it has passed through a thin
section of a material (Figure 1.4). The energy loss for a material with
thickness x can be calculated according to

(1.2)

assuming the energy loss per distance dE/dx is known. A fast ion that

loul

Y

N atoms per unit volume

AE
Y

i

Eir Eoul Ein

Figure 1.4. Energy loss of a particle beam passing through a thin layer of material.

After the thin sample the beam will have lost an amount AE ami straggling will cause the

energy to spread out.
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penetrates matter loses kinetic energy primarily due to interactions with
electrons in the target material (electronic stopping). Thus the large
number of ion-electron collisions on passing through material will also
cause a statistical spreading of the energy around the mean energy Eoul.
This energy spread is often characterised by the standard deviation Q.

In the work reported in this thesis two different ion beam analysis
methods, nuclear reaction analysis (NRA) and Recoil Spectrometry (RS),
were used to study some II1-V semiconductor systems. In NRA, nuclear
reactions are induced between the bombarding ion and the target. The
resonant reaction (type I, Fig. 1.3) used here was 'H(15N,ay)12C, i.e. 15N
ions impinged on the target and reacted with hydrogen in the target to
produce 12C together with an a particle and a 4.43 McV y ray. By
surrounding the target with a detector covering almost entirely 4?: solid
angle it is possible to determine the amount of hydrogen by counting the
number of emitted 4.43 McV y rays per unit charge and comparing the
result with a known standard. RS is a method closely related to the more
well known RBS technique [Chu, Mayer, and Nicolct, 1978]. 'n RBS the
projectiles arc typically 2 McV a particles and an energy detector is used
to record the energy of backscattcred projectiles. The detected energy
provides information on the mass of the target nucleus and it also contains
informat ion about the depth at which the scattering occurred. A
disadvantage with RBS is that all information is contained in one single
parameter, the energy, which because of this concentration of
information may render it impossible to uniquely interpret the resulting
energy spectrum. RS is based on the same physical principles as RBS but
instead of detecting the backscattcrcd projectile particles the forward-
scattered recoils are detected. Since the recoils contain information about
the mass and atomic number of the target atoms it is possible to separate
the signals from different elements using suitable detectors.

In the present state of the semiconductor industry the principle materials
used for device fabrication arc Si and the III-V semiconductors. Silicon
occupies a dominant role because of its compatibil i ty with SiCh which
allows for the easy use of SiOi layers as masks, isolation, passivation and
gate oxides. The I I I -V materials such as GaAs offer a direct bandgap, as
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well as the possibility of continuously changing the bandgap of I1I-V
alloys such as (GaAs)x(AlAs) (].X). Provided the lattice cell mismatch is not
too great these may be cpi taxial ly deposited by, for example, metal
organic chemical vapour deposition (MOCVD) to form buried sheets of
low bandgap mater ia l sandwiched between layers of high bandgap
material. Charge carriers may then become trapped in this 2-D "quantum
well" where they exhibit unique optoelectronic properties because of their
confinement.

The ever shrinking device dimensions together with new devices that rely
on quantum confinement physics for operation make it imperative that
not only metal-semiconductor interfaces arc formed in a controlled way
on a nm-scale, but also that the interfaces remain stable and reliable
during further high-temperature processing steps as well as storage and
operational l i fet ime of the device.

As its name implies the equil ibr ium ternary phase diagram indicates the
phases that arc in equi l ibr ium in a closed system at some temperature.
From the point of view of t h in - f i lm m c t a l / I I I - V reactions th is only
provides an indication of the final state in a closed system. Thin- f i lm
mcta l / I I I -V semiconductor systems differ from the ideal system in that it
is not closed (usually the reaction takes place in vacuum at low pressure)
and the disparate quantities of rcactants. There is usually a small amount
of pure metal in the th in film and an essentially i n f in i t e supply of the
group I I I and V elements. Thus a study of the mc ta l / l I I -V t h i n film
reactions provide important informat ion on the route to equ i l i b r i um.
Moreover, the study of these reactions can elucidate metalloid phases that
are thennodynamically stable in contact with I I I - V semiconductors. These
are then interesting candidates for study of high temperature contact
material .

A brief out l ine of the thesis is as follows. Chapter Two provides a
theoretical introduction to the energy loss phenomenon in matter and also
to the two ion beam analysis methods used in this study. A very brief
description of the complementary techniques used is also given here. In
Chapter Three the experimental techniques arc presented and the
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necessary improvements arc discussed. Chapter Four discusses
hydrogenation and metallisation to metal-III/V systems. The selected
papers included in this thesis are summarised in Chapter Five which is
followed by the papers.
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Chapter 2.

Basics

2.1. Introduction

In Chapter 1 the two main ion beam analysis (IBA) methods used in this
work, nuclear reaction analysis (NRA) and Recoil Spectrometry (RS),
were introduced. The two methods have proven to be very suitable to
study different analytical problems in III/V semiconductor systems. Both
methods can be used to obtain elemental depth profiles from the target. In
the case of NRA the measurements are isotope specific and consequently
it is usually only possible to profile one isotope at a time. RS on the other
hand can simultaneously measure most elements, however the sensitivity
for the lightest elements is very low when using a time-of-flight (ToF)
energy (E) detector telescope such as is used here. In view of the fact that
the depth profiling ability of both methods is based on the slowing down
in energy, or stopping, of energetic particles in material, this is discussed
first and subsequently the formalism used in NRA and RS is presented.
Finally a very brief description of the complementary techniques used in
the papers included in this thesis is given.

2.2. Stopping of Energetic Particles in Material

2.2.1. Introduction

The stopping of energetic particles by matter is a problem that has
attracted considerable theoretical and experimental attention during the
20th century. In the beginning of the century Bohr [Bohr, 1913]
concluded that the energy loss of ions passing through matter is made up
of two components: electronic stopping which arises from energy loss to
the electron cloud of atoms that lie along their path, and nuclear stopping
through numerous collisions with nuclei lying along their route which
mostly causes small angular deviations. In addition to the above
mentioned processes, the interaction between the incoming projectile and
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the target nuclei can also cause large angle scattering events to take place
which can be used as a basis for materials analysis. These scattering
events can give information regarding the elemental composition of the
target as a function of depth and have given rise to the so called
Rutherford Backscattering Spectrometry (RBS) technique. Energy-loss is
a statistical process that for the present purpose can be described in terms
of the two parameters, stopping power and straggling, because it is the
result of a large number of ion-electron and ion-nucleus collisions.
Stopping power is defined as the mean energy loss per uni t path length
(dE/dx). Statistical fluctuations in the energy loss cause a spreading of the
energy d is t r ibu t ion of ions after passage through some thickness of
material. The term straggling is therefore introduced and defined as the
standard deviation of the mean energy loss as the projectile passes
through matter.

2.2.2. Stopping Cross Section

When projectiles travel at low velocities compared to the Bohr velocity,
the dominating energy loss process is nuclear stopping whereas electronic
stopping becomes the dominant process at high projectile velocities. In
this work the energies arc sufficiently high for nuclear stopping to be
ignored in considering stopping of the projectile. This is not the same as
saying that nuclear collisions can be neglected altogether since they are
responsible for radiation damage, sec section 2.2.4. A related parameter
to stopping power is the stopping cross section

I d E I (dE d E }
s = ~Nd^- = ~N(d^-"llcl + dxelect) t2-2 '1)

where N is the atomic density of the target. The stopping cross section is
thus a measure of the mean energy loss relative to the target areal density
and the conventional unit is eV/1015 at. cnr2 where 1015 at. cnr2 is about
the thickness of one monolaycr. The two parameters dE/dx and e can
easily be distinguished by considering that dE/dx is related to the density
of the target whereas e is related to the atomic area and independent of
the density of the target.
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Fig. 2.1 shows the general feature of the stopping cross section which
varies with energy in very much the same way for all elements.
Neglecting the very high energy region in which rclativistic effects come
into play, the curves have a broad maximum near 1A MeV and it is
possible to qualitatively divide the stopping cross section curve into three
regions depending on the energy of the projectiles. In the very low
energy region nuclear stopping is very important. The intermediate
energy region up to the peak is well described by the Lindhard-Scharff-
Schiott (LSS) theory [Lindhard, Scharff, and Schiott, 1963], around the
peak the Brandt-Kitagawa (BK) theory [Brandt, and Kitagawa, 1982] is
used, and at higher energies the Bethc-Bloch [Bethe, 1939], [Bloch, 1933]
theory is valid. An in-depth discussion of the stopping cross section is
outside the scope of this thesis and only a brief introduction to the subject
wil l be given. For more details the interested reader is referred to the
original works. An excellent discussion can be found in Volume 1 of The
Stopping and Ranges of Ions in Matter [Zieglcr, Biersack, and Littmark,
1985] and references therein, and for a more recent work the reader is

I I I

Energy (log. scale)

Figure 2.1. General energy dependence of stopping cross section. In the low-energy

region the Limlhard-Schaijf-Schiott model is used, in the region around the peak the

Brandt-Kitagawa model is valid, and to the right of the peak the Bethe-Bloch model is

used. Higher up in energy, relativistic effects will come into play.
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referred to Yang's PhD thesis [Yang, 1993].

As previously mentioned, Bohr concluded that the stopping of energetic
particles could be divided into nuclear and electronic stopping. Based on
recoil kinematics he also concluded that for high energy particles
electronic stopping would be the dominat ing process. However, in
addition to energy loss by collisions, the ions can also lose and capture
electrons (charge exchange) as they move through mat ter in a manner
determined by their velocity. This makes the process more complicated
for heavy ions. Bohr included atomic structure into the stopping theory
but realised that the lack of knowledge of the charge state of the ion
inside the matter l imited the understanding of the process. Twenty years
later Bethc [Bethc, 1939] and B loch [Bloch, 1933] investigated the
stopping problem using a q u a n t u m mechanical t reatment . Their
investigation resulted in the well known Bcthc-Bloch formula

, t, ,
lix - „ , , , - 4JIKO*

where Z/ and Z; arc the atomic numbers of the incoming projectile and
target atom respectively, v/ the velocity of the incoming projectile and mc

the electron mass. L is called the stopping number and given by

l . i
L = In . + higher correction terms, (2.23)

where the energy / is an average over excitations and ionizations of the
electrons in the target. Bloch treated it quantum mechanically and showed
that / can approximately be written as / = A.'Zj, where B loch's constant A'
is of the order of 10 cV. Bcthc and Bloch took the fact tha t electrons arc
bound to atomic nuclei into account and as can be seen in the Bethc-Bloch
formula, (2.2.2), the stopping cross section increases with decreasing
velocity. However, this is only true as long as the particles moving
through the medium arc fu l ly stripped of electrons. When the particles
slow down the probabili ty that they wi l l capture an electron from the
target material increases which wi l l change the effective charge of the
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projectile. The electronic stopping cross section will therefore increase
more slowly and eventually reach a maximum and subsequently decrease
with decreasing velocity.

The Bethc—Bloch formula describes the energy loss well at energies above
the maximum of the stopping curve where the ions are fully stripped of
electrons but at lower energies it ceases to be valid. Around the peak in
Fig. 2.1 the theory developed by Brandt and Kitagawa [Brandt, and
Kitagawa, 1982], the so called Brandt-Kitagawa (BK) theory, is used. In
the BK theory the charge state of the ion is determined approximately by
assuming that all electrons with a velocity less than the relative velocity
between the ion and Fermi velocity of the electrons in the target arc
stripped. The stopping power has contributions from both distant
collision and close collision terms. Using the assumption above, the ion's
effective charge for distant collisions is calculated, and for close collisions
a correction factor is needed because of reduced screening of the nucleus.
Further down in energy the stopping is proportional to the ion velocity
and the stopping is well described by the LSS theory.

The same methods used to evaluate stopping cross sections in the analysis
of RBS data can be applied in Recoil Spectrometry (RS), such as Bragg's
additivity rule, and the surface and mean energy approximations. Bragg's
addi t ivi ty rule simply states that the stopping cross section for a
compound material can be found by adding the contributions from the
different elements comprising the compound. The addition has to be
carried out by weighing the stopping cross sections according to the
stoichiomctry. In the surface energy approximation dE/dx is replaced by
its value at the energy EO of the incident particle while in the mean
energy approximation dE/dx is replaced by its value at the energy E = 1/2
(E + EO) where E is the energy at the depth of interaction. As the names
suggest the two approximations are good estimates at the surface and at
intermediate depths of penetration respectively.

In the energy range under consideration in this work, region II in Fig.
2.1, the energies arc sufficiently large that nuclear stopping can be
ignored but the energy loss is mainly due to interaction of the ions with
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the electrons of the target causing excitation and ionisation of the target
atoms. Therefore, in this work the STOP-codc, a computer code
developed by Ziegler et al. [Ziegler, Biersack, and Littmark, 1985] and
widely used to calculate the stopping and ranges in matter up to about
10A MeV, was used to describe the energy loss. The STOP-codc follows
a piece-wise approach using LSS velocity proportional stopping at low
energies, and a scaled proton stopping using an effective charge based on
the BK theory at medium energies.

2.2.3. Energy Straggling

As mentioned before the statistical slowing down process of a
monoenergctic beam penetrating a target leads to a spread in energy
around a mean value. However, me charge state of the ion also plays an
important role in straggling since the stopping depends on the charge,
hence charge state fluctuations will contribute to the total straggling.
Understanding the effects that contribute to straggling is very important
because multiple scattering and straggling limits the achievable depth
resolution in techniques based on Rutherford scattering and nuclear
reaction techniques. Energy loss straggling has therefore been studied
extensively both theoretically and experimentally. Bohr discussed this
problem in 1948 [Bohr, 1948] and argued that after passing through a
thin target the energy distribution of a monocncrgctic beam would be
Gaussian if the energy transfer in individual collisions arc small, i.e. if
the width in the final energy distribution approximately equals Tmax

where Tmux Is the maximum energy transfer In a single collision with one
electron. The standard deviation of the Gaussian, the so called Bohr
straggling QB, can be written as

O]i = -SL^rZ2
l Zi NX, (2.2.4)

4n£0

where x is the thickness of the sample. The expression derived by Bohr is
energy independent and assumes fully stripped fast ions passing through
an electron gas. However, when the velocity of the projectile decreases
the orbital velocity of the inner electrons can exceed the projectile
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velocity and the contribution to straggling from such electrons is smaller
than the value obtained from the Bohr formula. Bohr then suggested that
an approximate way to calculate the straggling in this case was to neglect
the contribution to straggling from the inner electrons and replace the
total electron density with the density of electrons with a velocity lower
than the projectile velocity. The theory developed by Bohr was further
improved by Lindhard and Scharff [Lindhard, and Scharff, 1953] who
derived a correction factor for low- and medium-energy projectiles.
Using the Bohr model [Bohr, 1948] for the atomic electron density and
evaluating the straggling as an average over the electron clouds they came
up with an expression for reduced straggling. Their theory was further
refined by Bonderup and Hvelplund [Bonderup, and Hvclplund, 1971]
who used the more realistic Lenz-Jenzen model for the atomic electron
density and a more accurate expression for the straggling contributions
from the various parts of the electron cloud.

Bcscnbacher et al. [Bescnbachcr ct al., 1981] found that straggling for
swift hydrogen (40 kcV - 1 MeV) and helium (100 keV - 2.4 MeV) ions
in gases can show significant deviations from Z] scaling in the Bohr
straggling. They explained the deviations by an atomic correlation term
stemming from the bunching of electrons into atoms and an additional
term coming from charge state f luctuat ions and showed that the
importance of charge-exchange straggling had been subs tant ia l ly
overestimated previously. The straggling was found to be smaller than the
corresponding values calculated according to Bohr straggling, but
increased with increasing energy and approach the high energy Bohr
l imi t . However, they also observed an excess over the Bohr value at
velocities where the electronic stopping power has its maximum.

Recently Yang et al. [Yang, O'Conncr, and Wang, 1991] performed a
detailed survey of the available energy loss straggling data in matter.
They used some 1300 data points to obtain a set of empirical formulae
based on calculations by Cliu [Chu, 1977]. The obtained formulae fit most
experimental data with a standard deviation of 18 % but Yang et al. point
out that more experimental data arc needed in order to obtain more
accurate formulae for heavy ions. The authors also point out that the
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Bohr formula and other theoretical work for energy straggling are not
suitable for heavy ions, especially in the low energy range up to about
500 keV/amu.

2.2.4. Ion Induced Defects

When samples are irradiated with MeV ions the ions not only lose energy
to the target through inelastic collisions with target electrons which
breaks bonds but also through elastic collisions with atomic nuclei. Thus
bonds will be broken and atoms displaced. Point defects can lead to
structural modifications of the material resulting in a change of the
macroscopic properties. The threshold energy for atomic displacements is
on the order of 20-50 eV and if the transferred energy exceeds this value
the target atom is knocked out of its lattice site. When the energy
transferred to a crystalline target atom is between 1 and 2.5 times the
threshold energy, so called Frenkel pairs can be produced. A Frenkel pair
consists of a vacancy corresponding to a missing atom on a lattice site
plus an interstitial atom corresponding to an atom located outside of a
lattice site. The interstitial atoms represent a strong perturbation in a
lattice. The point defect concentration is in excess of thermal equilibrium
and the defects become mobile when the temperature is raised. The
vacancies will then migrate by atoms doing discrete jumps from one
atomic position to another. When irradiating with high energy ions the
transferred energy will be large and as a consequence both the projectile
and the displaced target atom can continue to collide with other target
atoms and create further displacements. High energy ion irradiation will
in this way produce what is called a collision cascade. The collision
cascade has an extremely short duration during which a large amount of
energy is deposited in a very small volume which leads to a heating of the
sample.

The effects achievable using ion beams can also be used for surface
modification through ion implantation and ion beam mixing. Some
defects created by the ion beam can be annealed out which can result in
materials with for instance increased resistance against wear or corrosion.
However, this alloying effect requires a very high ion dose and is
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generally of secondary importance compared with defect production and
migration.

Even though defects arise in the target when irradiated with high energy
ion beams, techniques such as RBS and RS are said to be non destructive.
Non destructive in this context refers to the expectation that the elemental
composition of the target docs not change; however the electronic
properties are altered. No sputtering during analysis is required and the
sputtering yield which is mainly associated with nuclear energy loss is
very low. This character is a great advantage of ion scattering techniques
compared to other surface sensitive techniques such as Secondary Ion
Mass Spectrometry (SIMS), Auger Electron Spcctroscopy (AES), and X-
ray induced Photoclcctron Spectroscopy (XPS) which can all be used for
elemental depth profiling when combined with sputtering. A prerequisite
for the quant i ta t ive use of sputtering techniques is the ava i lab i l i ty of
standards with s imilar composition to the sample under investigation.
This is not the case for ion scattering techniques which arc based on
binary collisions between the incoming ion and a target nucleus.

2.3. Hydrogen Analysis

2.3.1. Introduction

The presence of hydrogen can have important effects on the physical,
chemical and electrical properties of many materials. It is one of the most
common contaminant elements and the analysis for hydrogen can be
relatively diff icul t . One of the first ion beam analysis experiments
probing hydrogen was performed by Ernest Marsden [Marsdcn, 1914].
He used a particles as incident ions and observed that a large amount of
hydrogen was present in the foils he investigated. Ion beams can be used
to probe for hydrogen in two main ways: nuclear reaction analysis
(NRA), in which nuclear reactions arc induced between the bombarding
ion and the target, and elastic recoil detection analysis (ERDA). The
experiment by Marsdcn was of the second type and a separate discussion
of ERDA or RS can be found in section 2.4 while this section wi l l focus
on NRA.
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Nuclear reactions can be used to determine the concentration and depth
distribution of many light elements. Because the method relies on nuclear
reactions it is insensitive to chemical effects and it is also considered to be
a non destructive method. NRA is isotope specific and usually it is only
possible to probe one isotope at a time. If the reaction is a resonance
reaction, then cither it should have well isolated narrow resonances or
reaction products that can be differentiated, otherwise the results may
contain ambiguities. Several projectiles can be used in NRA to probe for
hydrogen including 7Li, 15N and 19F. The most common used reactions
arc those induced by 15N [Lanford et al., 1976], which was used in the
NRA measurements in this work, and 19F [Leich, and Tombrello, 1973].
Both have low energy isolated resonances at about 6.4 MeV and higher
energy resonances above 10 McV [Xiong et«/., 1987]. The high energy
resonance for 19F is a double resonance around 17 MeV but it also has a
lower lying resonance at 9.1 MeV whereas the next resonance for 15N is
located at 13.35 MeV. For the case of 15N, which is preferred because of
its single isolated narrow resonance, the low energy nuclear resonance is
located at 6.385 McV and the used reaction was 'H(1 5N,ay)1 2C. This
specifics that M-I is the target and 15N is the projectile. The products of the
reaction arc I2C, an a-particlc and a y ray, any of which may be detected.
An important parameter in resonance reactions is the cross section which
wi l l be discussed in the next paragraph.

2.3.2. Cross Section

For resonance reactions the difference in cross section between resonance
and off-resonance should be as large as possible. For the special case of
15N the off-resonance cross section is more than four orders of magnitude
smaller than the peak resonance cross section, see Fig. 2.2. Assuming that
the nuclear reaction used for profiling has a single isolated resonance
gives the cross section according to Breit-Wigncr
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Note the hig difference in cross section between the off-resonance cross section and at the

resonance energy, more than four orders of magnitude.

a(E) =
E - Er

r
(2.3.1)

where ay; is the peak resonance cross-section, £ the particle energy, £,. the
resonance energy and F the width of the resonance. In practice it is
observed to have a close to Gaussian form. This is caused by Doppler
shifting of the resonance energy due to the band vibrations. In 15N
profiling the resonance is very narrow with a width of only 1.8 keV;
strong and isolated [Ajzenberg-Selove, 1982] and produces 4.43 MeV y
rays.

The principle behind resonance profiling is illustrated in Fig. 2.3 where a
target is bombarded with incident ions with energy E. From eqn. 2.3.1 it
follows that when the particle energy is equal to the resonance energy the
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Figure 2.3. The principle behind depth profiling lining resonance cross sections. At a

depth x the beam energy will correspond to the resonance energy and the amount of

hydrogen at that particular depth is measured.

cross section will be ao- As the ions penetrate the sample they lose
energy, see section 2.2, which means that the depth at which the ions
reach resonance energy can be controlled with the beam energy. Thus by
changing the energy of the bombarding particles it is possible to move the
resonance window through the sample to produce a depth profile, see Fig.
2.3.

2.3.3. Quantitative Analysis

The measured y-ray yield is proportional to the energy-integrated area
under the Brcit—Wigncr formula for a resonant cross section. Therefore
when a sample is bombarded with a beam at resonance energy the yield
will be proportional to the amount of hydrogen on the surface. By
moving the resonance window through the sample one can measure the
yield as a function of beam energy, a so-called excitation curve, or the
hydrogen concentration versus beam energy. The yield is proportional to
the amount of H/cm2 within the resonance window which is proportional
to the thickness of the detection window which is in turn inversely
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proportional to dE/dx.

The conversion of y-ray yield to hydrogen concentration is quite
straightforward. The energy loss dE/dx of the incident ion has to be
known and it is usually a good approximation to assume that it is constant
over the energy range of interest. The value of dE/dx is known to
approximately 5 - 2 0 % from a combination of theory and experiment
[Ziegler, Biersack, and Littmark, 1985] assuming the density of the
sample is known. By assuming that each atom in a target contributes the
same energy loss as it would in a single clement target (Bragg's rule)
elemental dE/dx can be combined to obtain dE/dx for compound targets.
The correlation between analysis depth and energy is given by

and the hydrogen yield can at this depth be written as

Y = p/, / (K dE/dx) (2.3.3)

or expressed in hydrogen concentration, p//

pit = Y K dE/dx (2.3.4)

where Y is y-ray yield (counts/C of incident ions), and Å' is a constant
which reflects (he reaction cross section and y-ray detector efficiency and
is independent of the material being analysed [Lanford, 1980]. Because K
wil l be used in determining the hydrogen concentration for unknown
samples it is important to determine it as accurately as possible. It is
necessary to exercise care when converting the yield to concentration.
The large amount of near surface hydrogen can contr ibute with
significant counts even if the LSN ions arc on-rcsonancc deep inside the
material. If the amount of hydrogen on the surface greatly exceeds the
amount of hydrogen at the resonance energy the off-resonance cross
section can contribute with a significant amount of counts. It is therefore
necessary to correct for off-resonance contributions and for 15N NRA the
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correction factor is given by

yoff res. = (1.28x 10-5)7 (2.3.5)

where / is integrated area (in counts-kcV) [Horn, and Lanford, 1988].
The above correction formula was established by Horn and Lanford with
the y-ray detector positioned at 0° with respect to the incident beam. For
other geometries the formula has to be adjusted because of the angular
dependence of y-ray emission of the on-resonancc and the off-resonance
reactions [Horn, and Lanford, 1988]. If a reaction is used where a second
resonance is present at a slightly higher energy then the off-resonance
contribution from this second resonance makes depth profiling very
diff icul t for anything but very thin samples.

2.4. Recoil Spectrometry

2.4.1. Introduction

Elas t ic Recoil Detection Analysis (ERDA), here called Recoil
Spectrometry (RS), is an ion beam analysis method very similar to the
more well known RBS technique. The major difference between RS and
RBS is that in RS one detects the recoils instead of the backscattcrcd
primary ions. Because of the resemblance between the two methods the
formalism behind them is almost identical. The sample is bombarded with
heavy ions which can then undergo binary collisions with target atoms.
The collisions can result in a number of processes, for example
production of both backscattcrcd particles and recoiling atoms which may
have sufficient energy to be ejected from the sample and subsequently
detected.

ERDA was first developed by L'Ecuycr et ai. [L'Ecuycr el al. 1976,
L'Ecuycr et al. 1978], who used 30 McV beams of 35C1 to measure low -
Z impurities in heavy substrates. They used a th in Mylar film to prevent
the heavy bulk recoils and scattered projectiles from reaching the detector
and the method with thin absorber foils is often used to profile hydrogen
and helium. The ERDA technique has since been improved further by the
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development of new detectors to take advantage of the fact that each
recoiling target atom carries not only depth of origin information
encoded in its energy but also expl ic i t atomic number and mass
information. A number of methods allowing separation of different
recoils have been developed and they involve coincidence detection of
scattered and recoiled particles [Chu and Wu. 1988], magnetic [Gossctt,
1986] and electrostatic analysers [Kruse and Carstanjcn, 1994], AE - E
telescopes [Assmann et al. 1994, Siegelc et a!. 1994] and time - of- flight
energy (ToF-E) telescopes [Grolcau, Gujrathi and Martin 1983, Thomas
et ul. 1983]. By making use of the extra information it is possible to
separate the recoils according to their nuclear charge or their mass and
thus it is possible to simultaneously profile all elements in the sample
assuming that the resolution of the detection method is sufficient.

The use of a heavy ion beam in RS makes it possible to reduce scattering
of the primary beam into the detector. The maximum scattering angle for
a projectile with mass M\ off a target with mass M 2 is given by

(2.4.1)

With heavy projectiles the maximum scattering angle with most elements
therefore gets very small. For example, if 127I is used as projectile then
only elements heavier than about mass 90 can scatter the projectiles more
than 45°. However, it is still possible for mult iple scattered ions to make
their way to the detector and thus it is not possible to reduce the
interfering signal from the projectiles to zero.

2.4.2. Kinematic Factor

To calculate the fraction of energy transferred from projectile to recoil it
is assumed that the interaction between the two atoms is properly
described by a simple clastic collision. For this to be a valid assumption
two conditions have to be put on the energy: the energy of the projectile
Ep must be much larger than the binding energy of the atoms in the
target, and low enough that nuclear reactions and resonances arc absent.
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Assuming an clastic binary nucleus-nucleus collision, the fraction of
energy between the scattered projectile and incoming projectile and the
fraction of energy transferred from projectile to recoil can easily be
calculated from the laws of conservation of energy and momentum. The
factor describing the energy transfer is called the kinematic factor. The
kinematic factor for scattered projectiles is given by

/a - M>sin20) l /2 +
5 - L _ ', _ 1 -- f,- (t A T\~k (2A2)

and the corresponding kinematic factor for recoils, A, can be written as

Here the subscripts P, R and S denote the primary, recoil and scattered
part icle respectively, 0 is the scattering angle and ^ is the recoil
scattering angle, sec Fig. 2.4.

2.4.3. Scattering Cross Section

To calculate the differential scattering cross section for an clastic
collision, the principles of conservation of energy and momentum must
be complemented by a force that acts during the collision between the
projectile and the target. In RS the collisions can be described by the
Coulomb force between point charges and the technique is said to be a
Rutherford scattering technique. Elastic Coulomb scattering is called
Rutherford scattering after early experiments on scattering of a particles
in Rutherford's laboratory by Gcigcr and Marsdcn. In the laboratory
frame Rutherford's formula for the differential scattering cross section in
SI units can be written as
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Figure 2.4. Schematic illustration of the calculation of depth x at which the interaction

took place.
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(2.4.4.)

and the corresponding cross section for recoils is

(da\

Nrecoil

ZPZR

8 K EO E j COS30
(2.4.5)

where EO is the permittivity of free space. Whenever M p » MR, the cross
section approaches proportionality to (Zfl/M/02 which is almost constant
and thus the cross section is almost independent of atomic number. In
RBS the proportionality factor is instead Z}, which implies that it is very
difficult to measure low - Z elements when the matrix consists of heavy
elements since the cross section for the low - Z element will be so much



lower and the signal will be very difficult to observe in the presence of
the large signal from the heavy element.

For the scattering to be in the Rutherford regime, restrictions have to be
put on the distance of closest approach between nuclei in the collision, i.e.
the energy of the ion beam. The particle velocity must be sufficiently
large for the beam atoms to penetrate well inside the orbitals of the
atomic electrons otherwise electrostatic screening from the electrons will
weaken the interaction. Therefore the distance of closest approach has to
be smaller than the K - shell radius. However, the energy must not be so
large that the distance of closest approach is smaller than the nuclear
dimensions. If the energy is too large the scattering will not be true of
point - charges but short range nuclear forces wi l l come into effect.
Therefore, in a first attempt to estimate the Rutherford window the
nuclear radius and the K - shell radius have to be estimated. The nuclear
radius is quite often estimated with the simple expression

;-=r (,/l
1/3 (2.4.6)

where A is the atomic number and ro = 1 .2 fm. By combining this with
the expression for the Coulomb force one obtains

r- ___ Z/>Z/<C2 _ ZpZR
Emax- \i^A\i\ ~ I20° .1/3^.1/3 kcV (2.4.7)

+A ) A +A

where e is the electron charge. The K - shell radius i\- can be expressed
as

where nic is the electron mass. Combining this with the expression for the
Coulomb force leads to

£„„•„= 2 * 0.027 Z/.Z kcV (2.4.9)
4e0h

2
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Lindhard et al. [Lindhard, Scharff, and Schiott, 1963] came up with a
better approximation for the low energy l imit given by their / parameter"
that should be greater than -10. Their / parameter can be written as

t = e^\^-e (2.4.10)

where 0 is the projectile scattering angle and e is the LSS [Lindhard,
Scharff, and Schiott, 1963] dimcnsionless energy parameter. This
parameter s is given by

_ MK_ —a— _ . . ..L (~ • ''

where c? = 14.398 eV Å and a = 0.8853 a o / Z + Z is the screening
length with a0 being the Bohr radius for hydrogen equal to 5.29177 x 10-
1 1 m. The factor 0.8853 = (97t2)'/3 2-7/3 is a Thomas - Fermi constant. A
typical beam used in an RS experiment forming the basis for this thesis
was 77 McV I. As can be seen in Table 2.3.1, this choice appears
relatively safe and £„„•„ wil l not pose a problem unt i l the beam has
penetrated very deep into the sample but EIIMX could lead to complications
for lighter elements.

Table 2.3.1. Beam parameters calculated for an iodine heam which was a typical heam

used in the RS experiments forming the ham's for this thesis.

Recoil E mi,, £„„„• /
P
In

0.32 MeV
3.4 McV

117 McV
255 McV

9400
3800

2.4.4. Quantitative Analysis

The fact that ions lose energy when they traverse material makes it
possible to deduce quantitative depth information in Rutherford scattering
techniques. By evaluating the stopping cross sections on the in- and
outward path, a correlation between depth and energy can be obtained.
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Consider the energy difference between recoils from the surface and
some depth x.

M-- \T r ?'w \r P£in R£QI/I ,_ , . ~-AE = NX P[sh = N .v - + (2.4. 1 2)

The expression is the same as is obtained from RBS with the important
difference that the kinematic factor is the kinematic factor for the recoil,
pKjn is the stopping cross section on the way in for the ion and /?£««/ is the
stopping cross section on the way out for the recoil. The angles are
defined in Fig, 2.4 and N is the atomic density. Since the depth is deduced
from the energy loss of the recoils, the depth resolution is determined by
the energy resolution (or time resolution). To maximise the depth
resolution it is therefore essential to look at both the intrinsic and
extrinsic resolutions. The intrinsic resolution is associated with the recoil
telescope and contributions to the extrinsic resolution come from kinetic
angular dispersion and the energy spread of the accelerator beam. The
intrinsic resolution is dominated by the resolution of the energy detector
but, when using a ToF telescope, straggling in the carbon foils also
contribute.

The fact that the ions lose energy in a statistical manner via a large
number of interactions with the target electrons gives rise to a spread in
energy of the out-going ions, even if the ions have exactly the same
energy upon entering the target. The statistical fluctuation in energy loss
(straggling) causes the depth resolution to degrade as the ions probe
further into the sample. This ultimately sets the limit to obtainable depth
resolution in Rutherford scattering techniques.

Quantitative analysis, in the sense that the relative abundance of two or
more atomic species can be deduced, is readily performed with RS. The
height of an element A can be written as

HA = Q n M & r
 C

 Q MEs) CA (2.4.13)a^ p[s]A cos 0,
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where 0 is the number of incoming projectiles, 5f3 is the solid angle of
the detector, %A is the isotopic abundance of A, Ecl, is the energy step per
channel in the recoil energy spectrum, pA(E2) the detection efficiency for
recoils with energy £2, E; the energy at the depth at which the recoils are
produced, E? the energy for the recoils as they leave the target, and CA

the atomic fraction of element A. The stoichiometric relationship between
two elements can be written as

,, dera r M .p, „
A- (2.4.14)

where At\ and AB are the areas of the number of pulses, summed over all
isotopes, in the energy intervals AEA and AEn for element A and B
respectively. The above relationship was used to calculate the
stoichiomctric coefficients for the compound materials studied in this
work.

2.5. Additional Techniques

2.5.1. X-ray Diffraction

X-ray diffraction (XRD) is a powerful, nondestructive technique which
can provide structural information on crystalline material. It is, as its
name suggests, a diffraction-based method and gives information on
atomic positions in the unit cell and the unit cell dimensions from
diffraction patterns. Defects in the sample show up as broadening in the
peaks but periodic defects give rise to splitt ing of the peaks. The
diffraction angle 20 is the angle between the incoming collimated X-ray
beam and the diffracted X rays. A typical X-ray energy is 6-17 kcV.
Bragg's law

A = 2 <//,« sin ÖM/ (2.5.1)
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gives the condition for constructive interference to occur from planes
spaced a distance <//,A/ apart. Here Oi,u is the angle between the incoming
(and diffracted) X rays and the atomic planes in the sample. The
diffracted intensity is measured as a function of 20 and specimen
orientation and since A is known, it is possible to deduce information
about the atomic spacing <//,*/. The intensity of the peak is a measure of
the concentration of the phase but for deposited thin films (such as those
in this study), texture and stress effects arise which distort the intensities.
Therefore the intensity information has been ignored and only the
intcrplanar spacing was used as the basis for assignment of the chemical
phases present in the sample.

2.5.2. Scanning Electron Microscopy

When the spatial resolution or depth of focus of the optical
microscope is not sufficient for the investigation to be carried out, the
researcher has to use more sophisticated microscopes. One such
instrument is the Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) which can have a
resolution down to a few nm and a magnification between 10-300 OOOx.
A SEM consists of an electron source, optics to focus the electrons, and a
deflection coil to scan the focused electron beam over the sample. The
electrons can interact with the target and result in emission of electrons
or photons. An image of the sample can be produced on a cathode ray
tube (CRT) with every point on the sample having a corresponding point
on the CRT. Detection of the emitted electrons produces an output that
can be used to modulate the brightness of the CRT whose x- and y-inputs
arc driven synchronously with the x-y voltages controlling the scanning
of the beam.

The incoming electron beam can scatter cither inclastically with atomic
electrons or clastically with the nucleus. By convention, an emitted
electron with an energy less than 50 cV is called a secondary electron and
if the energy exceeds 50 cV it is called a backscattcred electron. If the
incoming electrons manage to knock out inner electrons from the atoms,
characteristic X rays arc produced. These arc also the three different
images that can be produced by a SEM. In this work the secondary
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electrons, of which a majority are produced-within a few nm from the
surface, were used to produce an image.

2.5.3. Photoluminescence

If a system is in an excited state it can return to its equilibrium state by
emitt ing photons. This non-thermal emission of photons is called
luminescence. In photoluminescence (PL), photons are used to excite the
target, for example with a tuneable laser, which leads to creation of
electrons and holes by the absorption of light. The electrons will rapidly
fall down to the lowest state in the conduction band and the holes will
simultaneously go to the highest state in the valence band. When the
electron-hole pairs recombinc photons can be emitted and in a direct
semiconductor the energy of the emitted photon h v, neglecting excitonic
effects, is

hv = E,-Ef (2.5.2)

where £/ is the initial state energy and £/the final state energy. In a pure
semiconductor this energy will correspond to the bandgap energy Eg.
Impurities will affect the optical properties of the semiconductor and can
introduce new discrete energy levels.
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Chapter 3.

Experimental Techniques

3.1. Hydrogen Analysis

3.1.1. The Hydrogen Profiling Facility

The hydrogen profiling facility is located at the University of Helsinki
accelerator laboratory and has been carefully constructed to reduce the
contributions from background radiation [Torri et al. 1994]. It consists of
a 200 mm long annular coaxial Bismuth germanate, BJ4Ge3Oi2 or BGO,
y-ray detector surrounded by an annular plastic detector operated in
anticoincidence. The BGO detector has an inner diameter of 89 mm and
35 mm thick walls and covers about 92% of the solid angle. It is
segmented into eight optically isolated sections, each viewed at the back
surface by a photo tube. The anticoincidence shield consists of an
optically uniform cylinder made from BC400 (Bicron) which is viewed
by four photo multipliers. The geometry of the detector is illustrated in
Fig. 3.1 which is taken from Torri et al. The annular design minimises
background signals arising from y rays originating from spurious ion
bombardment along the beam line.

BC400

BGO- . Y/ZVfr:^ 7 ~ ~

lårset ' .! -.-. L _ l
G7ZZ/7z///:-r^:.:^^-:-.
— -•> 10cm

Figure 3.1. Geometry of the BGO detector and spectrometer, [Torri et al., 1994].

Used with permission from Elsevier Science B. V.
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The target hall is located 20 m inside granite bedrock which strongly
reduces contributions from cosmic radiation and its secondary effects.
Measurements have shown that less than 10 % of the muon radiation
penetrates the bedrock to reach the spectrometer [Torri et al. 1994]. The
walls, ceiling and floor of the low background room are made of 0.4 m
thick silica-sand bricks. The detector set-up is also surrounded by a 10 cm
thick lead box which serves as a shield against background radiation as
well as a muon converter which in conjunction with the anticoincidence
shield provides efficient cosmic ray rejection. To absorb thermal
neutrons a 1.5 mm thick Cd plate is mounted inside the Pb box.

3.1.2. Experimental Set-up

A 15N2+ beam was used to excite the 6.385 MeV 15N energy resonance on
reaction with 'H. The beam was produced by the EGP-10-11 tandem
accelerator at the University of Helsinki accelerator laboratory low
background facility. Collimation of the beam before entering the target
chamber is done at a distance of 56 cm from the target using tantalum
slits heated up to 800 °C to prevent spurious y rays arising from H
adsorption in the collimators. The size of the hole in the slits is 3 x 3 mm2

which is also the approximate beam spot size on the target and the
vacuum in the target chamber is about 10-8 Pa. The beam energy was
changed by varying the frequency of the analysing magnet and in a
typical run the charge collected at each point varied from 5 jaC to 20 jaC
depending on the count rate. Conventional slow processing pulse
electronics was used and for a more detailed description of the electronics
the reader is referred to [Torri et al. 1994].

3.1.3. Hydrogen Profiling Measurements

It is not necessary to explicitly know the reaction cross section and
detector efficiency in order to conduct hydrogen profiling measurements.
The measurements are easily done using a standard sample such as a Si
sample that has been implanted with an accurately known total amount of
hydrogen atoms cm-2 to determine the apparatus constant K [Whitlow et
al. 1984]. By measuring the hydrogen profile for such a sample, K can be
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determined and a typical hydrogen profile for such a sample can be seen
in Fig. 3.2 where the first peak stems from hydrogen build-up on the
surface. The reference samples were implanted with I x l O 1 6 H+ ions cnr2

and an energy loss of 1.45 keV/nm for 15N in Si was used in determining
a depth scale. Using this information K is easily determined using

PH = Y K dE/dx (3.2.1)

where Y is y-ray yield (counts/C of incident ions). Before converting the
y-ray yield to concentration it should be corrected for background
radiation and off-resonance contribution. The background count rate was
found to be 0.025 counts per sec. and the off-resonance contribution was
corrected for in the way described in section 2.3.3. Once the apparatus
constant A" has been determined it is easy to calculate the hydrogen
concentration for samples with an unknown amount of hydrogen,
assuming the stopping power is known. The depth resolution at the
surface was found to be about 15 nm FWHM and worsened with
increasing depth because of energy straggling. The detection l imit for
these experiments was less than 1 .4x l0 l x at. cnv3 or 30 at. ppm which
could have been rcduecd further by collecting more charge. The detection
l imi t of the system has been shown [Torri et al. 1994] to be about 10 at.
ppm H in silicon substrates.
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Figure 3.2. A hydrogen profile obtained from a Si sample implanted with II when
using the ! II(ISN, ay)nC nuclear reaction at 6.385 MeV. The first peak stems from

hydrogen build-up on the surface.
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3.2. Recoil Spectrometry

3.2.1. Time-of-Flight Energy Detector Telescope

Schematic representations of the experimental set-ups used in Uppsala and
Australia are shown in Fig. 3.3. The ToF-E recoil telescope used for the
measurements was designed by H. J. Whitlow and a collaboration with
Australian scientists has led to a copy of the telescope being built and used
at ANTARES in Australia. The Australian telescope was used for some
recent measurements included in this work. The telescope consists of two
time detectors separated by a variable flight length plus an energy
detector. The carbon foil time detectors are based on the design by Busch
et al. [Busch et al. 1980] and a schematic drawing of the detector design is
shown in Fig. 3.4. When heavy ions pass through the carbon foil some
electrons will be ejected in the backward direction and directed towards
the multichannel plates by the electrostatic mirror potential. The electron
trajectories from foil to channel plate are isochronous in this
construction. Another advantage is that the foil is perpendicular to the

127i

Figure 3.3. Geometry of the ToF-E experimental set-up used for the RS

measurements.
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Figure 3.4. The electron mirror time detector, after [Bitsch et a!., 1980]
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recoil path which means that the path length through the foil is
minimised. Two separate carbon foil time detectors were used to generate
the start and stop signals because pioneer experiments showed that the
time resolution obtained when using the energy detector as stop signal
was not satisfactory [Whitlow 1990]. The flight-length between the two
time detectors can be varied by means of interchangeable drift tubes, and
an appropriate flight length is chosen based on the resolution needed. The
energy detector is placed 25 mm behind the second time detector and can
be of various types. Both conventional silicon surface barrier detectors
and silicon p-i-n photo diodes have been employed as energy detectors.

An important parameter to consider is the relative detector efficiency for
the various elements in the sample. The transmission through the
telescope is limited by the electron mirror grids and the acceleration grid.
Each grid has a transparency of about 96% which means that the total
transmission through the two time detectors is about 75-80%. The
number of electrons emitted per incident ion from the foil depends on the
atomic number of the incident ion and energy deposited in the carbon foil
[Clerc et al. 1973]. A sufficient number of electrons has to be produced
by the electron multiplier to produce a pulse whose amplitude exceeds the
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discriminator threshold. The pulse-heights from the channel plate
electron multipliers do not only depend on the number of emitted
secondary electrons but the pulse height distribution is very broad and has
a complex form [Hamamatsu]. Whitlow et al. [Whitlow et al. 1989]
showed that the relative detector efficiency for oxygen was significantly
lower than the efficiency for silicon. They also showed that there is a
clear decrease in efficiency with energy for oxygen but no significant
change was reported for silicon. Hence, when lighter recoils are of
interest the detector efficiency should be checked using standards.
However, the detector efficiency for silicon was in agreement wi th the
theoretical l i m i t and since heavier recoils have a higher electronic
stopping it is assumed that the relative detector efficiency is constant in
the mass and energy region covered in this work.

Whitlow et cil. [Whitlow et al. 1991] investigated the factors governing
the mass resolution and showed that the variance of the mass resolution,
8A-/2, can be expressed by the uncertainties in energy, 5£, time, 87", and
measured fl ight length, 8L , according to

SM 2 = (M IE )2 5£ 2 + (8A/E /L2) 8T2 + (4M ? l L ) 8ZA (3.3.1)

The major factor contributing to the uncertainty in energy was reported
to be the resolution of the energy detector, but energy straggling in the
carbon foils and energy spreading from foil thickness variat ion also
contribute. The uncertainty in t ime has contributions from t ime
resolution of the time detectors and velocity spreading due to energy
straggling and thickness variation in the first carbon foil. Spreading of
the measured flight length arise from the finite acceptance angle of the
telescope, mul t ip l e scattering in the first carbon foil and possible
misalignment of the telescope. Whitlow et al. plotted the contributions to
8/V/ versus recoil energy and concluded that the mass resolution improves
with increasing recoil energy but degrades with increasing recoil mass.
For low energy recoils (< 0.3A MeV) the mass resolution is dominated
by the energy detector resolution but at higher energies the time detector
resolution increases and may become dominant. Recoils with masses A <
?0 are shown to be resolvable for energies of 0.1 A McV whereas heavier
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recoiis wil l have considerable crosstalk with neighbouring elements.

The mass resolution was shown to be largely independent of the flight
length but in order to obtain best possible depth resolution, the flight
length should be made as long as possible to reduce the kinematic spread
due to the finite acceptance angle of the telescope. Also the time signal
may be used for high energy resolution measurements if the mass is
known [Chcvaricr et at. 1981, Hul t et al. 1992]. When the mass of the
recoil is close to the mass of the incoming projectile the kinematic factor
is almost constant. For lighter (and to some extent heavier) elements the
kinemat ic factor increases (decreases) with mass which can give a
significant contribution to the isotopic spread. Table 3.1. shows the
contributions to the spread in energy due to the kinematic spread arising
from the finite acceptance angle and the isotopic spread for Ni and Pd
with 1271 as the incoming particle. For Ni only the two major isotopes (58
and 60) have been taken into account and for Pd the lightest isotope (102)
has been neglected. The mass spread is therefore 104-110.

Note that the that the isotopic spread is more than twice as big for a mass
difference of two in the mass 60 region compared to a mass difference of
6 in the 110 region. One also has to bear in mind that a small stopping
cross section will put a limit to the obtainable depth resolution.

Table 3.1 Contributions to the spread in energy arising from kinematic and isotopic

spread. The contribution from Aifi was calculated for SfiNi and ll>t>Pd respectively anil the

contribution to isotopic spread from the difference between ^Ni and ^Ni and

11 (>Pd respectively.

Element Flight length Solid angle A(|> Kinematic spread N'jtopic spread (%)

(mm) (msr) (deg.) due to Aft (%)

Ni

Pd

Pd

738

738

437.5

0.056

0.056

0.101

0.22

0.22

0.29

1.52

1.52

2.00

1.25

0.48

0.48
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3.2.2. Experimental Set-up

The majority of the experiments providing the experimental basis for this
work were carried out at the ANTARES (Australian National Tandem
for Applied REScarch) Tandem Accelerator facility at Lucas Heights,
Australia, with some carried out at the The Svedberg Laboratory in
Uppsala. The author gained considerable experience taking part in a
number of experiments at the The Svedberg Laboratory in Uppsala using
the EN tandem accelerator.

In Uppsala the sample wheel was mounted on a two-axis computer-
controlled goniometer and the til t and azimuth rotation axes intersect in
the plane of the sample surface at the centre of the beam impingement
spot [Whitlow et al. 1989]. The electronic set-up is based on standard
NIM electronic modules and is described by Whitlow et al. [Whitlow et
al. 1987]. For data to be collected, the two time detectors and the energy
detector have to fire in coincidence. Typically one hundred recoils per
second are registered for a Pd/InP sample.

A typical beam used for this work was of 127I with a beam current of a
few tens n A and a total number of ions around 5xl01 2 . The first carbon
foil time detector had a hole about 5 mm in diameter when projected onto
the beam axis. The second time detector had a larger hole and it was the
collimator in front of the energy detector, § =s 9 mm, that defined the
acceptance angle of the telescope. The vacuum in the target chamber was
about 5xlO4 Pa. As discussed above, the depth resolution depends on a lot
of factors but a typical depth resolution was about 20 nm at the surface
and it worsened with increasing depth due to energy straggling and
multiple scattering.

3.2.3. Data Analysis

The data in Australia and Sweden were collected using data acquisition
systems in list mode, transferred onto a disc on the Lund VAX DEC-
station or a DEC AXP workstation. The data are thereafter converted to a
format that is readable by the CERN Physics Analysis Workstation
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(PAW) code [PAW]. PAW and TASS, which is a collection of user-
defined macros to simplify the analysis, were used to analyse the data.
The data arc subsequently sorted into one- and two-dimensional
histograms using user-defined cuts. In one dimension it is possible to
obtain energy, mass, and time histograms, and in two dimensions the
various entities are plotted against each other. A typical mass-energy
spectrum of raw data can be seen in Fig. 3.5.a. The first step in the
analysis is the time calibration. By using a number of elements with a
single isotope a linear relationship between time channel and the time in
nano seconds is established. The least squares fit usually shows a
regression coefficient very close to 1. Once the time calibration has been
established it is possible to determine the energy of recoils with known
masses quite accurately from their ToF. The non-linear response of the
energy detector can cause problems but by using the multivariate analysis
method suggested by El Bouanani et al. [El Bouanani el cil. 1994] the
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Figure 3.5. A typical mass-energy spectrum of raw data for a system consisting of 50

nm Pd evaporated onto a substrate oflnP is shown in a). Note that only the Pd, In and

scattered I signals are shown. In h) the same data are shown after the mass-energv

calibration has been applied to the data.
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"boomerangs" in the mass energy plane can be transformed onto M and E
axes. This energy calibration can be expressed as

E = (c0 + Cl A) + (c2 + c3A)X + (c4 + c5A)>P (3.3.2)

where c o c 3 are the silicon energy detector coefficients valid for the
particular detector used and for the energy region over which the
calibration was carried out. Here A is the recoil mass and X is the energy
channel. Fig. 3.5.a shows the raw data in the mass energy plane for Pd, In
and I whereas Fig. 3.5.b shows the same section after the calibration
procedure has been carried out.

It was mentioned previously that the mass resolution of the Uppsala RS
system is sufficient to resolve individual signals from elements differing
with 1 amu up to a mass of about 30 amu [Whitlow el al. 1991]. For
isotopes well-separated in mass a proper window was easily defined in the
mass-energy plane for each isotope. The decreasing mass resolution with
increasing mass leads to crosstalk between heavy elements that lie close in
mass. The gating procedures are therefore more sophisticated for heavy
elements. One solution to this problem was suggested by Huh, Whitlow,
and Östling [Hult et al. 1992] for GaAs. The data were summed onto the
mass axis and Gaussian curves were fitted to the resulting mass
distribution with restrictions on the isotopic abundance. Mass windows
were then defined which spanned over a major part of the elemental
signal in question with a maximum cross talk contribution from the other
elements of about 2 %.

If the cross talk is quite large between elements, it can be necessary to use
only a small part of the mass signal if the procedure by Hult et al. is used.
This can cause problems since the data selected might not be typical for
the clement in question. This is illustrated in Fig. 3.6 in which energy
spectra from a phosphorous signal is shown for different mass gates. As
can be seen there is a significant difference between the energy
distributions obtained from the low and high mass sides of the mass
distribution respectively. The reason behind this effect is believed to be
non-linearities in the E detector response and the degradation of the mass
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Figure 3.6. Energv distribution!; obtained from different gates on the-phosphorous

signal. In a) the .signal obtained when gating on the whole mass signal is shown, h)

.shows the distribution from the lower side in mass, and c) the distribution obtained from

gating on the upper side of the mass signal.

resolution with decreasing energy.

One possibility to get around the problem of crosstalk and make fu l l use
of the statistics is to divide the data into thin energy slices, fit Gaussian
curves to the mass d i s t r ibu t ion with restrictions put on the isotopic
abundance and relative position and finally on the mass broadening which
was determined using the procedure suggested by M u l t c>t al. [Mul t el a/.,
1995]. The resulting non-linear fit was used to determine the contribution
from the various elements and taken to correspond to the abundance of
that particular clement throughout the section. By integrating the number
of counts over the fitted mass distr ibut ion, a number was in this way
assigned to each fitted clement. Using this procedure the concentration of
all elements present in the sample were calculated using n spreadsheet
which made it possible to compare the depth profiles from different
processing conditions.

A more sophisticated manner of solving the problem of crosstalk from
close lying elements has been attempted recently [Persson et al. 1995].
The dynamic analysis method developed by Ryan and Jamieson [Ryan and
Jamicson 1993] to resolve overlaps in PIXE spectra was evaluated to sec
how it performs for RS experiments. It is a matrix based method which
requires that the spectrum can be described by an analytical function/(i ;
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a), where i is the channel and a is a vector representing the peak-area of
the different elements. The condition of obtaining a x ^ minimum gives
the values of the different a k expressed as a matrix equation which can
quite easily be solved. Preliminary tests show that the method works very
well for RS data over a limited energy range with the major restriction
on the performance arising from the accuracy of the mass calibration. In
determining the function, all isotopes belonging to one element should be
summed together according to the isotopic abundance. It has previously
been shown that the mass broadening as a function of mass and energy
can be quite well described by a Gaussian function [Hult et al. 1995].
Provided a more accurate mass calibration procedure can to determined
the method should work very well over the entire energy range.
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Chapter 4.

Compound Semiconductors

4.1. Introduction

III-V compound semiconductors such as GaAs and InP from elements of
the 3rd and 5th groups of the periodic table represent the most important
members of the compound semiconductor family. Both GaAs and InP are
direct semiconductors and thus have a high probability of direct band to
band excitation/deexcitation processes as compared to silicon, which has
an indirect bandgap. They also have a higher charge carrier mobility
because of the lower effective mass. It is thus possible to use these
materials to fabricate faster electronic devices which dissipate less power
and are efficient optical devices. These advantages make them suitable for
high-frequency electronics and optoelectronics applications.

Chemically, elements within the same group in the periodic table have
s imi la r properties (e.g. phosphorous and arsenic, a l u m i n i u m and
gallium). Compound semiconductors are made up of several elements. By
varying the composition in III-V semiconductors, e.g. GaAs-InAs alloys,
it is possible to change the band gap and lattice constants in a controlled
manner. This so called band-gap engineering is a very attractive aspect of
compound semiconductors. Hcterostructurcs arc made of thin, single
crystall ine layers of different compositions grown cpitaxially on a
substrate crystal. The lattice constants of the various layers have to be
matched with meticulous care in order to avoid mechanical stress that can
produce lattice defects.

Band-gap engineering puts very stringent requirements on the growth of
the semiconductors. It must be possible to control the growth process in
such a manner that the lattice constants arc matched, the interfaces are
abrupt, and at the same time the bandgap must fulfil the electrical or
optical requirements. It is possible to control the growth process on a
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nearly atomic scale using growing technologies such as molecular beam
epitaxy (MBE), metal organic chemical vapour deposition (MOCVD),
and dry etching techniques.

4.2. Hydrogenation

The influence of hydrogen on the properties and behaviour of materials is
an important area of research. Hydrogen is easily adsorbed on the surface
on metals, diffuses rapidly and interacts with defects. High concentrations
of greater than 10 at % can be incorporated in metals at high
temperatures in a hydrogen atmosphere or by electrolytic charging. The
incorporation of hydrogen quite often leads to deleterious effects by
changing the mechanical properties, e.g. it can cause steel embrittlement.
The mechanisms contributing to mechanical degradation are thought to be
associated with phase transitions such as hydride formation, hydrogen-
enhanced plasticity and weakening of grain boundaries. Hydrogen
incorporation can also result in useful properties. Examples of this are
that the thickness of the hydrated surface layers can be used to date
glasses [Lanford, 1978] and hydrogen incorporation has been found to
reduce the super-conducting transition temperature in NbsGe films
[Lanford, 1978].

When hydrogen is incorporated into a semiconductor material it will
change the electrical and optical properties of the semiconductor. One
such example is that hydrogen will interact with defects and passivate the
activity of dangling or defect bonds and neutralise dopants. The research
on hydrogen in semiconductors ini t ia l ly concentrated on group IV
elements such as Si and Ge but a lot of effort has recently been put into
understanding the properties of hydrogen in III-V semiconductors,
[Myers et al. 1992 and references therein]. Undesirable incorporation of
hydrogen during growth and processing might lead to migration of
hydrogen during device operation which could alter the device
characteristics. The diffusion of hydrogen in compound semiconductors is
still poorly understood though it is affected by several factors, such as the
carrier type and concentration [Dautremont-Smith, 1988].
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In GaAs, atomic hydrogen has been shown to be able to passivate shallow
donor and acceptor impurities. Annealing experiments indicate that
acceptor passivation is less stable than donor passivation [Dautrcmont-
Smith, 1988]. Hydrogen can also passivate deep nonradiative centres
which leads to an enhancement of the carrier lifetime and luminescence
efficiency. Capizzi et al. [Capizzi et «/,, 1992] also showed that hydrogen
can activate radiative states in GaAs.

4.3. Metallisation

Metallisation of semiconductors is important for metal masks for ion
implantation, interconnects and electrical contacts. The group IV clement
silicon sti l l plays a dominant role in device fabrication today because its
compatibility with SiCH permits use of SiCh layers formed by oxidation
of silicon as masks, isolation, passivation and gate oxides. The I I I -V
materials such as GaAs and InP offer advantages over Si such as a direct
bandgap, as well as the possibility of continuously changing the bandgap
of III-V alloys such as (GaAs)x(AlAs)(i_X). When the lattice cell mismatch
is not too great these may be epitaxially deposited by, for example, metal
oxide chemical vapour deposition (MOCVD) to form buried sheets of low
bandgap material sandwiched between layers of high bandgap material.
There is however a possibility for epitaxial growth even when the match
is not so perfect. The growth can then take place at an angle with respect
to the substrate. Charge carriers may then become trapped in this 2-D
"quantum well" where they exhibit unique optoelectronic properties
because of their confinement.

To use semiconductor devices, electrical connections to the devices
generally must be made. When a metal and a semiconductor arc brought
together the flow of electrons from the semiconductor to the metal results
in an energy barrier due to the difference in work function, i.e. the
energy needed to move an electron from the Fermi level to the vacuum
level, between the metal and the semiconductor. Metallisation of
semiconductors form electrical contacts that are either ohmic in nature or
exhibit Schottky behaviour. A Schottky barrier prevents the flow of
electrons from the metal to the semiconductor whereas for the
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metallisation to show ohmic behaviour the barrier has to be cither thin so
tunnelling is possible or low. The barrier can be made thin through heavy
doping (> 5x lO l s cnr3) because the layer width is inversely dependent on
the square root of the doping level [Yang, 1978]. When the barrier is low
it is possible for the electrons to get over the barrier by so-called
thermionic emission. If the barrier is thin the electrons can tunnel
through the barrier, so-called field emission. When both effects arc
important the combined effect is referred to as thermionic-field emission.

The most common method to produce ohmic contacts to 1II-V
semiconductors is through heavy doping of the surface region of the
semiconductor. By depositing a thin layer of an appropriate metal it
should thus be possible to make ohmic contacts. However, the contact has
to be chemically and thcrmodynamical ly stable; it must have an
insignificant diffusion of metal/semiconductor, and be reliable under the
conditions for which the device is designed. This is generally not the case
when depositing a th in layer of metal as usual ly reactions take place
leading to formation of various compounds between the metal and the
constituents of the semiconductor. Due to the complex reactions between
InP and metals and the lack of necessary information such as ternary
phase diagrams, thcrmodynamic data and k ine t i c data, a recent
comprehensive review concludes, "the fabrication of contacts is still more
of an art than a science" [Ivcy and Jian, 1995]. Moving to smaller devices
require ohmic contacts with lower contact resistivity and the voltage drop
over the contact should be negligible compared to the voltage drop across
the device. For 1I1-V compound semiconductor devices, contact
metallisation related failures arc known to be considerable, especially in
submicrometcr devices, and more research in this area is needed.

A ternary phase diagram for the Ni-In-P system at 800 °C is shown in
Fig. 4.1. This provides information on what compounds arc formed when
the closed system is in thermodynamic equi l ibr ium at 800 °C. The
fraction of Ni increases as one moves toward the Ni corner and the tic-
lines that join phases indicate that the phases arc in equil ibrium. For a
ternary system, Gibbs phase rule predicts that at a fixed temperature and
pressure, a maximum of three phases can exist in thermodynamical
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Figure 4.1. The Ni-In-P phase diagram ät 800 °C. After [Andersson-Söderberg, 1991]

equi l ibr ium. Three phases in thcrmodynamic equilibrium are thus
connected together and from a triangle. For example in the Ni case Ni?3,
P and InP would be in thermodynamic equilibrium. However, even when
the ternary phase diagram is known it can only be used as a guide to what
might eventually happen in the thin-film metal reaction. This is because
thin-film metal/111-V semiconductor systems differ from the ideal system
in several respects:

• The system is open or possibly capped, which can lead to significant
loss of volatile elements such as As and P.

• Only a limited amount of metal can participate in the reaction whilst
the supply of group III and V elements is essentially infinite.

• The reaction taking place is governed by solid state transport across
the metal/I 11-V interface.

• The starting point for the phase formation is metal plus III-V
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semiconductor rather than a single-phase liquid solution as is the case
in an equilibrium phase diagram.

These limitations may lead to deviation of the thin-film reaction from the
ideal case predicted by the ternary equilibrium phase diagram. For
example, formation of intcrfacial layers which inhibit further atomic
transport can inhibit formation of phases that would be present at
thcrmodynainic equilibrium. Furthermore the fact that the group III and
V elements arc more or less t ightly bound together, may inhibi t the
formation of metal - I l l and mctal-V compounds that would form on
cooling from a single phase liquid melt to the same temperature.

What the study of thin-film mctal/111-V reactions can provide is realistic
information on the route to equilibrium for the technologically important
case of solid state reaction of a thin metal overlayer with a I1I-V
semiconductor compound. Moreover, they provide important information
to help elucidate metalloid phases that are in equilibrium with the III-V
semiconductor at elevated temperatures, and are thereby interesting
candidates for high temperature stable contact materials.
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Chapter 5

Summary of the Papers

5.1. Paper I

In paper 1 the hydrogen incorporation during plasma etching of GaAs
substrates and GaxIii(i-X)As quantum wells (QWs) using a CH4/Fb/Ar
electron cyclotron resonance (ECR) plasma was studied. The substrate
bias voltage relative to the ECR source was varied and the amount of
hydrogen incorporated was measured using the 'H( I 5 N, ay)12C nuclear
reaction as a function of applied bias. Photolumincsccnce (PL)
measurements were carried out on all samples.

Two sets of experiments were carried out. The first experiment sought to
establish if hydrogen would migrate and become trapped by buried 10
ML lattice mismatched GaAs/GalnAs QWs which could then be associated
with reported etch induced changes in luminescence spectra [Swaminathan
et al. 1991]. No detectable hydrogen build-up was seen in the first QW
structure, however a strong correlation between hydrogen content within
the first 100 nm and applied bias was seen. No hydrogen related peaks
were seen in PL spectra.

In the second experiment GaAs substrates were covered by a gold film
about 80 nm thick immediately after etching. This experiment tried to
determine if ECR plasma etch associated hydrogen would modify the PL
signal from the near surface of GaAs. No strong correlation was seen
between applied bias and hydrogen uptake in this case. No changes were
observed in the PL spectra.

5.2. Paper II

Paper II discusses the suitability of using Recoil Spectrometry (RS) for
studying metal thin-film InP systems. The technique is described and the
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similari t ies and differences to Rutherford Backscattering Spectrometry
(RBS) are pointed out. The major advantage is that mass and energy
dispersive RS also provides information about the mass because the
recoils arc detected rather than the backscattercd ion beam. The technique
is demonstrated by applying it to interfacial reaction studies between InP
and the metals Ni, Pd and Pt.

5.3. Paper III

Thin film reactions between Pd and InP were studied when subjecting the
samples to treatment at different temperatures. Separate characterisations
of Pd, In and P depth distributions were obtained using mass and energy
dispersive Recoil Spectrometry (RS). Crystalline phases present were
determined using X-ray diffraction (XRD) and the surface morphology
was studied at selected temperatures using scanning electron microscopy
(SEM).

In the RS data no evidence of any reaction was seen unt i l the sample had
been subjected to annealing at 200 °C. At 250 °C all. Pd has rcacled and is
presumably bound in the only crystalline phase observed which was the
ternary phase PdjIniP? which started to form at 100 °C according to
XRD data. An outdiffusion of P at 500 °C led to the formation of Pdln
and the disappearance of P appears to happen quite violently leaving
visible craters behind.

5.4. Paper IV

Intcrfacial reaction studies between thin films of the metals Cr, Ni, Ti and
Pt and a substrate of InP were studied using mass and energy dispersive
RS and XRD. The samples were subjected to heat treatments at different
temperatures up to 500 °C.

For the Cr/InP system no evidence was seen of a reaction unt i l a
temperature of 200 °C was reached when In was identified in the
diffraction pattern and peaks from phosphides started to appear at 300 °C.
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The depth profiles remained basically intact un t i l 350 °C.

The findings for the Ni / InP system arc in good agreement with previous
studies on the system. An amorphous phase with the composition Ni- j InP
appears to form at lower temperatures which crystallises with increasing
temperature with the composition moving closer to NMnP.

According to XRD data, Ti reacts wi th InP upon deposition, and at 400
°C the final products TiP and In arc seen in the diffraction pattern. In the
RS data the first sign of a reaction is not seen unt i l a temperature of 450
°C has been reached.

The Pt/InP system differs somewhat from the Pd and N i systems in that a
higher temperature is needed before a reaction lakes place. Three binary
phases excluding InP arc detected at 500 °C which would suggest that the
system is not in equilibrium.

5.5. Paper V

Paper V is the first paper on development of RS data analysis. The
objective of this paper and the subsequent one was to develop methods to
decompose the overlapping mass signals that were encountered in the
previous paper. After applying the mass calibration method of El
Bouanani ct cil. [E\ Bouanani ct al. 1994] the mass distr ibutions were
fitted to elemental contributions for narrow energy slices. It is shown that
the mass d is t r ibu t ion broadening in Timc-of-Flight Energy (ToF-IZ)
Recoil Spectrometry (RS) is well described by a Gaussian function. The
empirical equation describing the standard deviation of the Gaussian
distribution is given by:

a(£,/f) = C, + Cyl3>'2£ - i + C}A*E -^ + C4AE \^~ (5. 1 )

where the constants C/,..., C4 arc determined using samples spanning the
mass and energy region of interest. The fitted standard deviations arc
shown to agree quite well with experimental data.
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5.6. Paper VI

An investigation of the suitability in applying a statistical method,
previously used to decompose over-lapping elemental X-ray lines by
Ryan and Jamicson [Ryan and Jamicson 1993], to decompose mass over-
lapping elements in ToF-E RS was carried out. The matrix based method
requires that the line-shapes can be described by an analytical function/
(i; a), where i is the channel and a is a vector representing the peak-area
of the different elements. The condition of obtaining a x ~ minimum in a
linear-squares fit gives the values of the different a k expressed as a
matrix equation which can quite easily be solved.

The multivariatc analysis method of El Bouanani ct at. [El Bouanani el at.
1994] was used to obtain the mass calibration which yields almost straight
mass lines in the mass-energy plane. Thereafter the line-shapes were
luted using cqn. 5.1. The first step was to evaluate the performance of the
method on generated test data. The method succeeded in decomposing
Gaussian distr ibutions with some fluctuations when counting statistics
were introduced. Applying the method to experimental data, the
assumption that the line-shapes arc described by Gaussian distributions
appeared to be sufficient. However, the method was very sensitive to the
mass cal ibrat ion in agreement with Ryan and Jamicson [Ryan and
Jamicson 1993]. Provided care was taken in establishing the mass
ca l ibra t ion the method could satisfy the stringent requirement of
separating the overlapping experimental data from Pd. In and I.
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